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As the President of the China Four Seasons Club here in China
I noticed that the way the law is written it doesn’t change the ATV definition until oversize 
ATV. which is the one thing the dept of Conservation was  working with the landowners about
which led to the whole Task Force if my memory is correct
 
Also  “up to 65 inches wide and 2000 lbs “  to the ATV definition or the landowners are not 
even going to consider changing their use agreements above the current 60 inch stipulation. 
This just adds a Oversized ATV which leads to bigger and heavier machines which is 
something 90% of the trails do not want you open a door and it will eventually lead to the 
flood gates opening 
As you know CMP is one of those restricting the bigger machines and will look to state laws 
to change right now they do not allow anything over 60” and no dirt bikes well I can tell you 
we cant police this and the machines are much larger than that. 
 
The annual inspections of trails adds a great deal of cost to the clubs which I am sure you are
planning on helping by higher registration fees. In my humble opinion the registration of $70 is
not the way to go the registrations should be progressive like Vehicle  registrations is is not 
fair to the family that owns three or more wheelers that they pay the same as a new four 
seater valued at over $20,000  
 
It also should have a legal provision on allowing the established clubs to represent the 
landowners on court matters. as of right now if the clubs cannot represent the landowner in 
court than many cases of land abuse will get thrown out due to landowners not showing up in 
court.
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